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Abstract

Since the amount of network traffic continuously increases, security analysis in large-scale environments faces new challenges to keep pace with the rapidly growing traffic volume. Network intrusion detection systems (NIDS) form an integral part to secure the network perimeter by steadily inspecting network traffic in order to detect security breaches. The traditional single-machine architecture of a NIDS cannot provide enough resources to cope with the growing traffic volume. Vendors offer expensive solutions based on custom hardware. Aimed at high-performance environments, these systems seem to sustain the induced load, however, they fall short in providing a cost-effective and flexible solution.

With our work, we set out to combine the performance of custom hardware with the flexibility and cost-efficiency of standard hardware. By distributing the network traffic stream over an expandable array of machines, we build a NIDS cluster suited for high-performance environments. In their entirety, the machines form a transparent NIDS cluster based on commodity hardware. To distribute the work load, each instance of the NIDS conducts analysis on a disjunct subset of the network traffic. A key challenge remains the exchange of lacking decision context. Facing this challenge, we discuss important design guidelines for NIDS clusters that promote the construction of effective implementations for practical use.

Furthermore, we thoroughly evaluate our cluster with respect to accuracy and performance. Having a reliable testbed in place, we perform various measurements which yield insightful results. Based on our observations, we draw the conclusion that our approach provides a viable solution for large-scale networks.

This thesis begins with a recapitulation of basic concepts of network intrusion detection. Particularly, we emphasize the main subject of our studies, the open-source NIDS Bro. After presenting its architecture and communication framework which our work inherently relies on, we highlight challenges that high-performance environments pose. Thereafter, we analyze objectives and mechanisms relevant for transparent load-balancing. Finally, we present our transparent load-balancing NIDS cluster, operating in a large-scale research network at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Network intrusion detection systems (NIDS) monitor the network traffic in order to detect malicious activities and deviations from the site’s policy. The effectiveness of a NIDS is not only determined by the sophistication of the analysis but also by the available system resources. High-performance NIDSs face ambitious challenges to cope with the constant increase of data volume. Conventional architectures which are limited to operate on a single machine now exceed their resource limits in terms of CPU power and packet capturing performance. If the analysis cannot keep up the induced network load, the resulting packet drops significantly worsen the detection rate of NIDSs.

The volume of network traffic is continuously growing. To thwart scalability limitations, vendors provide closed-source solutions based on expensive custom hardware. Despite improved performance, their inflexibility and high costs leave them as a second choice.

Our work presents a load-balancing NIDS cluster on commodity hardware as a fruitful alternative which combines the performance of custom solutions with the flexibility and cost-efficiency of standard hardware. To distribute the work load across an expandable set of NIDS instances, the incoming network packet stream is divided into slices of manageable size, whereas each instance performs individual analysis on a disjoint subset of the entire traffic. Clearly, the price for this type of load-balancing is the lack of valuable decision context on each instance.

A key challenge is to distribute the processing over multiple instances while at the same time maintaining the accuracy and depth of analysis a single NIDS could in principal achieve. To this end, a NIDS usually employs a communication sub-system enabling individual instances to exchange information in order to augment their limited view with the lacking context.

In this thesis, we set out to build a transparent cluster for network intrusion detection systems, i.e. a NIDS that appears to be a single entity, but in fact is a set of nodes, each processing a subset of the entire work. While most NIDSs only correlate high-level information that is already coined with the site’s policy, we tackle the problem one step lower: leveraging the flexible communication framework of the open-source NIDS Bro, we build a load-balancing cluster in which every node is equipped with the same fine-grained decision context.

Our target environment is the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, where our cluster has now replaced the hitherto existing setup. Moreover, our cluster extensions to the Bro NIDS will be part of the official Bro distribution.
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1.2 Outline

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2. The second chapter gives an overview about basic concepts of network intrusion detection. We explicate necessary terminology and familiarize the reader with the topic. Further, we present the subject of our studies, the open-source NIDS Bro with its flexible communication framework which we take as starting point for our work. Before discussing related work at the end of this chapter, we highlight the challenges that NIDS face in high performance environments.

Chapter 3. In the third chapter, we introduce transparent load-balancing. After outlining objectives of transparent load-balancing, we turn to prolific mechanisms which can be employed in high-speed environments. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to our concrete realization of the outlined goals: introducing our Bro cluster, an array of expandable machines performing distributed analysis. Through the discussion we sketch practical hurdles we encountered and provide adequate solutions where possible.

Chapter 4. In the fourth chapter, we conduct the evaluation of the Bro cluster. To this end, we use a captured trace to instrument the accuracy and performance of our cluster. We start with an investigation of the accuracy and then turn to a detailed performance analysis.

Chapter 5. In the last chapter, we recapitulate our work and provide concluding remarks with an outlook to future work.
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This chapter presents the fundamentals of network security related to network intrusion detection. As we set out to construct a NIDS cluster, it is important to understand core concepts of network intrusion detection. Moreover, we pave the way for comprehending relevant aspects of load-balancing in the next chapter.

After introducing basic concepts of network security in §2.1, we give an overview of network intrusion detection in §2.2. In section §2.3, we introduce the open-source Bro NIDS which is the main subject of our studies. Thereafter, we present characteristics of high-performance environments in §2.4, followed by a discussion of related work in §2.5.

2.1 Network Security

Computer security and in particular network security is based on three pillars: confidentiality, integrity, and availability [Bis03]. The interpretation of these vary and depend on the given environment. Further, the customs of a particular organization tailor their meaning.

2.1.1 Policy and Mechanism

Since the definition of benign and malicious behavior may differ across different sites, the decision whether a security breach took place depends on the site’s security policy. A security policy is a manifestation of “what is, and what is not, allowed” [Bis03]. Ideally, policies are formulated mathematically, as a set of allowed and disallowed states, to be as precise as possible. Yet policies are mostly presented in colloquial language which leads to ambiguity.

To enforce a security policy, a security mechanism provides a “method, tool, or procedure” [Bis03]. On the one hand, mechanisms can be nontechnical, for example requiring a proof of identity to continue with a particular action. On the other hand, mechanisms can be technical, such as applications controlling access to restricted areas or systems. In practice, security devices often immingle policy and mechanism. These implicit declarations of a policy are often hard to comprehend because the introduced policy may seem too diffuse and ambiguous. A clear separation from policy and mechanism is essential to achieve a flexible configuration of security devices [TS02].

2.1.2 Threat Model

Already the “potential” violation of security is considered as a threat [Bis03]. It is not necessary that a breach actually took place to refer to a threat. Rather, every possi-
ble action violating the security policy is considered as a vulnerability. An attack or intrusion is an action performed by an attacker or intruder trying to exploit a vulnerability [Som05].

To quantify the extent a breach of security dimensions implies, one has to understand what to defend against and what to protect. The impact of a successful intrusion depends on the involved severeness. For example, the disclosure of personal identity information or other sensitive data can entail embarrassing newspaper articles, causing loss of reputation with high monetary consequences. However, non-critical information leakage might not impose any consequences at all.

Therefore, one has to get a picture of the enemy. Who are the bad guys? What are their incentives?

Historically, the majority of network attacks were performed by individuals against a single well-known target. Vandals demonstrated their programming prowess to attain respect in the underground community. These directed attacks were mostly conducted manually, with a certain amount of interactivity needed in order to succeed. The continuous growth of the Internet leveraged the spread of manifold attack tools, enabling even non-skilled people to launch sophisticated attacks. Most of these toolkits include automated attack sequences, facilitating the application for script kiddies who lack the capability to perform the attacks manually.

Nowadays, we observe a shift in motivation of malicious activity leading towards organized crime. This “cyber warfare” causes damage in a much higher order of magnitude. Crooks recently figured out how to make money with network attacks, for example by selling infected computers (also “zombies” or “bots”) in order to perform DDOS attacks and sending spam. Their economic incentives fuel innovative approaches with an increasing degree of sophistication. Barford and Yegneswaran [BY06] set up the thesis that today’s predominant reactive approaches to secure networks are not sufficient anymore, and more proactive methods are essential to get this problem under control.

Unsolicited malicious software, referred to as malware\footnote{A classification of malware is not in the scope of this thesis, yet a detailed terminology is explicated in [Szo05].}, that damages or infiltrates a computer has evolved continuously with big pace over the past years. Malware employs obfuscation techniques like polymorphism [KRVV04] and metamorphism [Szo05] to hide the original malicious intent of the code. But even software with benign intent, such as Skype [Sky], adopts similar techniques to escape from firewalls and systems responsible to surveille the network. This makes it an especially difficult and subtle affair to distinguish between malicious and benign.

Not only does the sophistication of attacks raise, but also the increasing volume, dynamics and complexity poses new challenges on the defending side. Particularly the high work load motivates us to create both robust and accurate network protection systems.
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The growing tendency of automated and undirected network attacks render manual forms of auditing ineffective. Therefore an automatic system, an Intrusion Detection System (IDS), aids in detecting intrusion.

In the following, we introduce required terminology oriented at [Som05]. Primary source of a Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) is network traffic. As opposed to a NIDS, the scope of a Host Intrusion Detection System (HIDS) is limited to the analysis of singular hosts. It is further possible to build hybrid systems, for example by enriching a NIDS decision context with host-specific information [Bro]. Our work resides at network level, hence we focus on NIDSs throughout the remainder of the thesis.

A NIDS raises an alert when it thinks that it detected a security breach. Alerts are either presented textual, embodied in log files, or displayed via a graphical user interface (GUI). The notifications can then be dissected by a human analyst or an automatic post-processing facility. A correctly identified intrusion is termed as a true positive, whereas a reported false alarm manifests as a false positive. If the NIDS does not recognize an ongoing intrusion, we face a false negative. But if it correctly remains calm when no breach occurred, we encounter a true negative. It is important to note that these definitions depend on the site’s policy and do not represent an absolute classification [Som05]. As an example, certain activity can yield a true positive on one site’s policy, but may be legitimate behavior on other sites, thus yielding a false positive with an identically configured NIDS.

In a passive setup, the NIDS monitors traffic using a network tap, visualized in Figure 2.1(a). In contrast, traffic can also flow directly through a NIDS as depicted by Figure 2.1(b). Such a system is called an in-line NIDS or Network Intrusion Prevention System (NIPS). All NIPS are by definition active as they can inspect every network packet and—if no malicious activity found—put it back on the wire. Even so a NIDS can be active and react on dangerous activities, e.g. dynamically block network traffic that it believes to be malicious.
Ideally, intrusions are detected and even blocked before they reach their target. Most of the commercial products today name themselves NIPS to advertise their additional capability of stopping intrusions. Moreover, the reputation of intrusion detection systems has decreased by reason of the disputed Gartner report [Sti03]. The report demonstrated the limitations and drawbacks of intrusion detection and the reasons why intrusion prevention is a fairly better method of securing a network. Vendors quickly adapted their product descriptions according to the report. Even non in-line systems have been rebranded to survive at the market. Due to the ambiguity of the term intrusion “prevention”, we prefer the term in-line NIDS when referring to a system that follows the pristine intent of a NIPS.

2.2.1 Architecture

Conceptually, a NIDS is not a single monolithic box, but rather consists of modular components. In order to distribute instances of components in §3, we first have to understand what types of components exist. Since the discussion of components often implies aspects of the detection strategy [Bac00], a revised model has been introduced in [Som05]. This refined abstraction includes five types of components as shown in Figure 2.2:

Collector. Providing an interface to access one or more data sources, the collector aggregates data and sends it to the detection engine. Most NIDSs operate on a raw packet stream, usually forwarded to the collector from a network tap.

Detector. The very heart of the NIDS is the detector which performs detection. Fed with the data provided by the collector and storage component, it generates alerts when it believes to disclose malicious activity.

User Interface. The user interface is required for any form of interaction with the user. It reports alerts, provides a control interface, and enables the user to weave the site’s policy into the NIDS.

Storage. Data such as suspicious activities or even successful intrusion can provide valuable insight for forensic analysis and qualify hence for persistent storage. Either the detector or the user interface can access the storage component. Frequently, a database system is employed to increase storage performance.

Responder. Revealed intrusions can trigger reactive responses in order to prevent subsequent attacks that further compromise the system. For example, connectivity dropping is an active countermeasure to dike further damage. Moreover, a response can also be generated manually through the user interface.

Especially in large-scale installations, components may be instantiated more than once and can be physically distributed across the site. However, all components are usually accommodated in one single piece of software. As we target high-speed environments, replication of particular components becomes inevitable to thwart performance
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Figure 2.2 Components of a NIDS identified by [Som05].

degradation [TS02]. Separated components, however, need to communicate in order to exchange information. To this end, a modular NIDS has to feature a communication sub-system (see §3.3.2).

2.2.2 Detection strategies

A NIDS employs one or more detection strategies. Many different strategies have been examined in literature so far, but according to [Som05], they can be narrowed down to misuse detection, anomaly detection, and specification-based detection. We sketch each of them as follows.

Misuse Detection. A system based on misuse detection recognizes events indicating known attacks that are looked up in a library of attack patterns (or rule set [Bis03]). When such a pattern successfully matches in the network stream, a potential intrusion is reported. Ideally, the supplied library of attack patterns can even detect previously unknown attacks by learning from the past. Since the attack pattern library is the system’s heart, it has to be carefully maintained and constantly kept up to date.

Anomaly Detection. Anomaly detection systems seek for unexpected behavior that could be evidence of an intrusion. For this purpose, they are equipped with metrics of expected behavior. Any significant deviations from the metrics raise an alert. In practice, anomaly detection alone is very prone to false positives [Som05], but has reported to work successfully in well-defined application domains [KV03, KMVV03].

Specification-based Detection. In contrast to misuse detection, specification-based systems define explicitly allowed behavior. Other observed behavior than the specified is interpreted as a violation of the site’s policy. Given that specification-based detection is the inverse of misuse detection, both approaches are equal in terms of their expressiveness. In operational environments, it is rather impractical to specify a complete set of benign events. Nevertheless, there are some practical applications specifying allowed communication behavior. As an example, firewall

---

2 Bishop refers to them as models [Bis03].
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rules [CBR03] attest which hosts are allowed to establish connections to other hosts.

2.2.3 State

In order to make a decision, a NIDS needs to rest on decision context. The more context a NIDS can incorporate, the more reliable it can conduct network analysis. There are various sources to gather decision context from. For example, one can feed the NIDS with information about the network topology. Yet the most context is accumulated by the NIDS itself during runtime, as its own dynamic view of the network. This view of the current communication in the network is referred to as state. State continuously changes and evolves over time as the communication in the network does.

A stateful NIDS incorporates various types of state, whereas a stateless NIDS regards each packet on its own as a self-contained unit of analysis. Historically, a clear distinction between stateful and stateless network intrusion detection could be made. Nowadays, all major NIDS operate stateful, yet differ in the magnitude of state they accommodate.

Our work is inherently based on the exchange of state. We construct a transparent NIDS cluster in §3, where each node performs analysis on a subset of the entire network traffic and thus holds only a fraction of the total available state. To get picture of the entire network communication, each node shares its own isolated perception with the other nodes.

We now present a few common types of state [Som05]. One type is connection state. Thereby, meta information of every active connection is stored, for example the address of the connection origin and destination, the duration, payload volume, and current handshake status. It is also possible to treat state as per-host state by storing all connection attempts for a given originator address. In §3.4.3, we examine this type of state as part of a scan detector in detail. Further, signature state embodies the current progress of a signature match. Because of their high expressiveness, many NIDS allow the representation of signatures in regular expressions. However, matching hundreds of signatures simultaneously can potentially lead to state explosion due to the exponential growth of the underlying DFA [HU79].

In addition to the state gathered by itself, a NIDS can be supplied with external context to include host-based analysis [Bro]. Valuable information that cannot be detected on the network, such as operating system internals or decrypted data, greatly enhance the decision context of a NIDS.

2.2.4 Trade-Offs and Limitations

Network intrusion detection systems are confronted with fundamental trade-offs and limitations. In the following, we recapitulate inherent basic constraints that affect the deployment of every NIDS in high-performance environments [Som05]. We also sketch how these constraints can impact a NIDS cluster.

Effectively deploying a NIDS is expensive. Not only the initial setup generates costs, but constant updates for the system and maintenance have to be taken into account,
too. Moreover, analysts need a thorough understanding of the system’s output in order to advise appropriate actions. Often, most of these implicit costs are forgotten, consequently reducing the NIDS’s benefit and value. Note that security is not a buyable product, but rather a continuous process. In terms of a NIDS cluster, cost-effectiveness can be achieved by employing standard hardware instead of expensive custom hardware. On the other hand, the higher administrative complexity a cluster imposes has also to be respected.

A fundamental limitation of NIDSs pose their false positive rate, that is, the proportion of false positives to true positives. Practice shows that the immense volume of benign data input too often yields too many false positives, thereby flooding the analyst with irrelevant output. Even worse, concealing intrusions by deliberately generating false positives exhibits an attack vector at the system itself, rendering it ineffective. The cause of a high false positive rate is usually a mismatch between the configured NIDS policy and the site’s policy. As outlined in §2.1.1, the site’s policy is commonly presented informally, lacking mathematical precision which complicates the integration into the NIDS. The resulting ambiguities implicate a high number of false positives. In addition, not many NIDSs offer a flexible configuration interface to incorporate a detailed mathematical representations of the site’s policy. In context of a NIDS cluster, state propagation can significantly impair the detection rate. Due to missing or delayed arrival of decision context, a cluster node could make a wrong decision that would not have been made with full decision context. It is hence important to equip each node with the required amount of state and reduce state propagation latencies to a minimum.

The vulnerability of the NIDS itself imposes further limitations. From the attacker’s perspective, evading the NIDS by delusion or subterfuge is an attractive means to conceal malicious activities and remain undetected. Various ways to bypass a NIDS have been debated in [PN98, HKP01, SP03]. Another attack vector form denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. Every NIDS faces hardware constraints in terms of CPU and memory. If an attacker manages to induce a very high resource consumption on the system, it will eventually crash or at least miss a subset of activities. Therefore, attack resilience is an important factor which has to be addressed in the early design phase of a NIDS. When devising a NIDS cluster architecture, it is import that the architecture itself does not expose any new exploitable attack vectors. For example, if one cluster node can be easily overflowed, the entire system is rendered ineffective.

2.3 Bro System

In the following, we introduce the NIDS we use throughout our studies. Not only the flexible communication sub-system that we present in §2.3.2 motivates our choice, but also the direct contact to the developers allows us to quickly report bugs and gain insight of the system’s internals.
2.3.1 Architecture

Bro [Pax99] is a very flexible open-source NIDS designed to operate in high-speed and large-volume environments. The author of Bro is Vern Paxson, still primarily involved in the development. As opposed to many other NIDSs, it is not limited to pursue only one detection strategy. The implementation of a specific strategy is independent of Bro’s policy-neutral core. Major design principles are (i) high-speed, large volume monitoring, (ii) no packet filter drops, (iii) mechanism separate from policy, and (iv) resistance against evasion attacks, directed at the monitor itself.

To achieve these goals, Bro’s system structure is divided into layers, as demonstrated in Figure 2.3. The lowest layer contains the most amount of data. When going higher up through the layers, the stream of data declines. A static BPF expression [MJ93] pre-filters the raw packets incoming the network interface. Leveraging libpcap [Lib], Bro remains portable running on various Unix flavors. Another advantage libpcap entails is that it reduces the traffic in the kernel. By applying a BPF expression, packets are discarded even before the kernel hands them up to the user-space, thereby substantially reducing the system load.

The filtered packet stream is passed to the event engine and generates policy-neutral events. These events do not imply any embossing with the site’s policy (see §2.1.1). In fact, they represent “abstractions of network activity at different semantic levels” [Som05]. Example events are TCP connection established, HTTP request, FTP data connection expected, or POP3 login rejected.

Upon completion of the event engine’s processing, the event stream is handed up to Bro’s policy layer. Using a specialized high-level scripting language, called Bro, the user can weave the site’s policy into the Bro NIDS. The scripts hold event handlers that are
executed when the corresponding event is generated. The code inside the event handlers can execute arbitrary commands of Bro’s scripting language, e.g. raise alerts, log real-time notifications to files, create new events, or even start external programs to counter identified malicious activity.

In contrast to other NIDSs, Bro uses a connection (or flow) as main unit of analysis. A TCP connection consists of the source and destination address as well as the originating and destination port. Other protocols, such as UDP or ICMP, also possess a notion of a flow.

Recently, Bro features the independent state [SP05] framework for distributed analysis. It allows to share the hitherto volatile in-memory state among several instances of the system. As we fundamentally rely on independent state in our work, we now give an overview about its internals.

2.3.2 Independent State

Network Intrusion Detection Systems generally rely on managing a great amount of state (see §2.2.3). This state represents the NIDS’s current view of the network communication. Unfortunately, the state resides in the volatile memory, exclusively accessible to a single process on a single host.

As the volume in high-speed environments raises, the memory consumption of the state increases in conjunction. Particularly the TCP connection states grow very fast. It is therefore necessary to either reduce the amount of consumed memory, e.g. by expunging state aggressively and improving state expiration heuristics, or to distribute the analysis across multiple instances in order to keep more state in total [Som05]. If the work load is split across \(n\) instances, ideally we have \(n\) times more resources. With this form of load-balancing, we can perform deeper inspection. This is exactly what we aim for: a load-balancing NIDS cluster thwarting scalability limitations by distributing the analysis over an expandable set of nodes.

Independent state [SP05] allows us to share the internal, fine-grained state of a NIDS among multiple instances. First, there is spatially independent state that can be transferred from one instance to another concurrently running instance. Second temporally independent state subsists even after the executing instance has exited. It can thereby be shared by subsequently running processes.

With independent state, a plethora of new applications is possible, including (i) selectively preserving key state across restarts and crashes, (ii) dynamic reconfiguration of the NIDS on-the-fly, (iii) user-level state tracking over time to support high-level policy maintenance, and (iv) detailed profiling and debugging [Som05].

Still the most interesting application independent state offers us is the flexible ways of distributed load-balancing. Since analyzing a high-volume traffic stream is very difficult for a single NIDS, distributed analysis opens a new dimension to mitigate this problem. In order to manage the high volume, we spread the analysis across several instances, each processing a disjunct subset of the entire traffic. Without any state sharing, valuable context in the form of state is missing to the other instances. The framework provided by independent state is able to disclose the state and make it available to other parallel
running instances. Every instance still analyzes only a subset, but has the full decision context. The goal hereby is to maintain the same depth of analysis one single instance could principally achieve. We delve into this topic again in chapter §3.

The conception of state propagation is realized with a serialization framework. All of Bro’s state can be converted in a self-contained serialized binary representation. Figure 2.4 depicts a breakdown of the different types of state that Bro exchanges. As illustrated, two communicating Bro instances, in the following termed as peers, can share core events, user-level events and user-level data.

2.4 High-Performance Environments

High-performance environments pose new challenges to the design and operation of a NIDS. We put out the differences in contrast to traditional environments, summarizing some key aspects relevant for network intrusion detection that have been intensively discussed in [Som05]. Note that all these observations apply to large and open research environments and not to private closed networks.

Policy. The site policy of most high-performance environments is derived from “terms of use” (TOU) that users accept when accessing the network. Generally, the TOU appear to be very liberal in research environments, because the network is an important tool for researchers. The intended use of the network is first enforced by firewall rules and second surveilled by monitoring devices. Due to the liberal and informally formulated constraints, the applicability of NIDS is limited. Users not complying with the TOU are often detected by the consequences their attack implies. For example, traffic patterns may change after setting up an illegal FTP server. An inferred policy from implicit consequences of attack is termed as
Experience-based policy. This type of detection focuses primarily on internal hosts, since (i) the aim is to protect internal hosts, (ii) it is possible to contact a local administrator in charge, and (iii) tracking down external victims is impracticable, as contacting the responsible persons in charge turns out to be very cumbersome and often not effective.

Threats. Due to their size, large-scale environments face mostly undirected attacks. Their incentive is to concentrate on big attacks. But also singular intrusions are sought to be tracked down, since they may compromise critical selected targets. Although individual intrusions pose a certain risk, they do not vitiate the network’s operation. Defending only against the “big fish” is a very pragmatic, but practicable approach.

Undirected attacks imply two main threats: misuse of resources and worms. While the former represents all kinds of malicious activities exploiting the available resources, the latter has the potential to quickly infect a huge number of hosts within minutes [SMPW04] and can thus harm the entire network. As public networks are constantly suffering from attacks [PYB+04], particularly high-performance environments are fruitful targets.

Traffic. As opposed to small environment, large networks exhibit a very divers traffic pattern. The network’s application-mix, i.e., the “fractions that the major network applications contribute to the total volume” [Som05], has a great effect on the performance of NIDS. This is due to the fact that each application protocol is analyzed to a different depth. Over time, the traffic follows strong time-of-day and time-of-week effects. Furthermore, the prevalence of “heavy-tailed” data transfers [WTSW97, FGW98] can constantly spawn sudden peaks of traffic volume. Thus, in high-performance environments a NIDS needs to robustly handle not only the average case, but also the aforementioned frequently occurring bursts.

2.5 Related Work

The steadily increasing network volume motivates to focus on network intrusion detection systems designed for high-performance environments. We leverage Bro’s independent state framework to build a load-balancing NIDS cluster. Unlike other approaches that correlate only high-level information such as logs or alerts, our approach is one step lower: we equip every cluster node with the same policy-neutral state. At the same time, each node analyzes only a subset of the entire traffic. Thus far, we have not encountered a similar approach in the research community.

The idea to employ clusters for scalable network services, however, is not new. Fox et al. mention several advantages clusters provide, including incremental scalability, high availability, and the cost-effectiveness of commodity PCs [FGC+97]. Although NIDSs are usually passive components, the identified advantages are also beneficial for such systems.
The performance of network intrusion detection has been extensively studied in the past [PZC+96, SSMF03, SWF05, SF05]. All studies conclude that it is imperative to cope with the induced load that the growing network traffic imposes. Schaelicke and Freeland argue that system-level optimizations such as interrupt coalescing and rule-set pruning as well as architectural techniques can significantly improve performance and reduce packet loss [SF05].

While previous work primarily focuses on the design of a NIDS cluster processing front-end [SWF05, KVVK02], we look furthermore into the challenges that intra-NIDS communication reveals.

Numerous different NIDSs are available today. The focus and range of application vary for each system. To our knowledge, only a few systems feature a tunable and flexible communication sub-system that we can leverage to build a NIDS cluster.

Snort [Roe99] is the most common and widespread open-source NIDS. The original author of Snort is Martin Roesch, whose company Sourcefire Inc. now continues its development and sells Snort-based appliances. Snort also runs on commodity hardware and utilizes libpcap to enable platform independent packet capturing. The detection engine is misuse-based (see §2.2.2). Around a core of numerous signatures, various plugins enhance its functionality. Contrary to Bro, Snort doesn’t feature a communication framework enabling parallel processing. Alerts generated by multiple instances have to be aggregated manually in order to gain an omniscient view of the network’s security condition. Despite the lack of a communication sub-system, Kruegel et. al built a flow-based load-balancer on top of Snort [KVVK02]. Unfortunately, this approach maintains connection tables to forward packets belonging to the same flow to the corresponding sensor. Further, it does not support inter-sensor communication.

The State Transition Analysis Technique (STAT) tool suite [VEK00] is a set of distributed intrusion detection tools developed by the Reliable Software Group at UCSB. STAT uses a misuse-based detection strategy that understands intrusions as sequences of attack scenarios modeled in a state transition diagram. It supports inclusion of network-based, host-based, and application-based sensors. Thus, it is a hybrid intrusion detection system (see §2.2). The MetaSTAT Infrastructure [VKB01] provides the communication sub-system and control infrastructure to enable distributed coordination of STAT-based applications. STAT-based tools fan out into {U,N,Net,Win,Web,Alert}STAT, each designed for a different application domain. In particular, NetSTAT [VK99] is the network-based component responsible for network communication. If it is impossible for the system to detect an attack completely, the partially configured scenario containing state information is propagated to other probes.

EMERALD [PN97] is highly-distributed hybrid intrusion detection framework developed by SRI International. It is designed to operate at large-scale enterprise networks and is not freely available. The architecture of EMERALD uses a layered approach to support hierarchical organization of monitors. Each monitor can subscribe to events and propagate correlated results.

Prelude [BOG03] is distributed NIDS that relies on the Intrusion Detection Exchange Format (IDMEF) [IDM] standard to exchange events. Several sensors are connected to managers which process and correlate alerts. In a distributed setup, multiple managers
can also act as relay managers that report to a central manager.

However, none of the existing approaches provided flexible enough means to share arbitrary policy-neutral state. In the following chapter, we present our approach leveraging low-level state propagation in order to create a transparent NIDS cluster.
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In this chapter we present our approach how to effectively conduct network intrusion detection in high-performance environments. We introduce our motivation in §3.1. In §3.2, we present objectives of transparent load-balancing. To achieve these goals, we outline generic mechanisms in §3.3. We turn in section §3.4 to the minutiae of our work which includes a description of our target environment, the details of our enhancements of the open-source NIDS Bro, and a summary of our work.

3.1 Motivation

Our motivation is to build a transparent NIDS cluster, i.e. a load-balancing cluster of NIDS instances that appears to be a single entity, but in fact is a set of nodes, each processing a subset of the entire traffic.

As described in the previous chapter, NIDSs face various challenges that high-performance environments impose. The traditional single-machine architecture of a NIDS cannot provide enough resources to cope with the growing traffic volume. Vendors provide solutions on expensive custom hardware to tackle the new requirements. However, closed-source solutions are inflexible and too costly.

To bypass resource limitations, a common practice of many sites to date is to analyze only a fraction of the network traffic. The Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL, [LBL]), for example, filters out HTTP traffic on their main NIDS instance, because else the NIDS would not be able to cope with the induced load. An additional second NIDS instance is then responsible for dedicated HTTP analysis. Contrary to this approach, we want to analyze all network traffic in order to conduct effective and highly flexible network intrusion detection.

An alternative approach would be to employ commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware and distribute the work load across an expandable set of NIDS instances, whereas each instance performs individual analysis on a disjunct subset of the traffic. While the available resources multiply with such an approach, each instance lacks valuable decision context (see §2.2.3). The NIDS instance itself has then to take responsibility for propagating state information to other nodes to reconstruct the whole picture.

Unfortunately, most of today’s NIDSs lack the capability to restore the entire picture. They cannot share the internal fine-grained state which remains volatile in the memory of the NIDS. Once the NIDS terminates, this state is lost. Often, only high-level state (state that has already been coined with the site policy such as logs, alerts, etc.), is exchanged. To overcome this limitation, the independent state framework (see §2.3.2) has been developed, allowing us to propagate the bulky fine-grained state between instances.
of a NIDS. Independent state offers manifold applications, yet we focus in this thesis only on distributed load-balancing.

While many NIDSs correlate only high-level information in a distributed NIDS setup, our approach is one step lower: we leverage independent state to build a cluster in which each node is equipped with the same decision context. Thereby, every node can rely on the same policy-neutral decision context even though it analyzes only a subset of the entire traffic. At the same time, we maintain the depth of analysis a single NIDS could principally achieve without resource limitations.

Having independent state in place, we face various other challenges on our way to build a transparent NIDS cluster which we now examine step by step throughout this chapter. In the following section, we discuss principle objectives that should be aimed at when conducting distributed network intrusion detection.

### 3.2 Objectives

In this section, we discuss goals of transparent load balancing. These goals should be interpreted as theoretical design guidelines when building a distributed NIDS cluster. Practical limitations often impede one or more of these goals, as we show in §3.3.

#### 3.2.1 Transparency

An important goal of distributed systems is transparency. A load-balancing NIDS appears as transparent when we have the impression that we interact only with a single NIDS. Clearly, transparency is only perceived from the user’s point of view. Behind the scenes, the NIDS aggregates the relevant information from multiple sources. It hides that its resources are distributed across several instances.

We need transparency since the characteristics of high-performance environments (see §2.4) force us to rethink network intrusion detection in a new dimension. A NIDS deployed in traditional environments would likely be overstrained if integrated in a large-scale network. In the event that it could cope with the load, it would still fall short in providing a tractable system. Conducting high-speed network intrusion detection requires a certain degree of transparency in order to achieve tractability.

In literature, transparency fans out into various aspects, as shown in Table 3.1. While distributed network intrusion detection in wide-area networks has to deal with a multitude of these aspects, load-balancing NIDSs involve mainly replication transparency, since we want to interact with a single system, and concurrency transparency, as the user usually does not notice which data structures are shared among the NIDS instances.

Beside the enumerated aspects of transparency, we identified two other important facets of transparency that are in particular relevant for load-balancing: user interface transparency and accuracy transparency. After discussing these two aspects, we argue why the remaining facets of transparency shown in Table 3.1 do not apply for load-balancing NIDS in general.

A deployed NIDS requires continuous attention to examine alerts and tune system parameters for maximum benefit. The user interface thus plays an important role in
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Table 3.1 Several aspects of transparency of a distributed system [TS02].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transparency</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Hide differences in data representation and how a resource is accessed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Hide where a resource is located.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migration</td>
<td>Hide that a resource may move to another location.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relocation</td>
<td>Hide that a resource may be moved to another location while in use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replication</td>
<td>Hide that a resource is replicated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrency</td>
<td>Hide that a resource may be shared by several competitive users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure</td>
<td>Hide the failure and recovery of a resource.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistence</td>
<td>Hide whether a resource is in memory or on disk.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

terms of the system’s effectiveness [Som05]. There are many kinds of user interfaces for a NIDS, ranging from ASCII files to sophisticated graphical interfaces [ACI, Kre05, HS01, KO04]. The importance of transparency grows with the complexity of the environment. The best distributed NIDS is no advantage if the analyst cannot cope with its output. Therefore, it is crucial to provide a transparent user interface, allowing the user to interact with multiple instances of the system through a singular channel. At the same time, the user interface needs the flexibility to access the profound details of each node. It is a tightrope walk to catch the optimal degree of transparency while concealing irrelevant properties of the system.

Transparency can further be extended to the accuracy of a NIDS. The accuracy is represented by the detection rate of intrusions, meaning the ratio between true positives and actual intrusions [Som05]. Given that nodes have to exchange information to coordinate, the detection rate is affected by the underlying communication framework. For example, it is directly influenced by the speed messages need to travel to other nodes. If state updates do not arrive fast enough, valuable decision context might lack and hence impair the detection rate. Thus, a system whose detection rate does not pejoriate in a distributed installation is said to be transparent with respect to its accuracy. As detecting intrusions is the very purpose of a NIDS, this aspect must be a priori an explicit design goal.

User interface transparency and accuracy transparency are explicitly wanted, whereas common interpretations of transparency generally do not hold for NIDS clusters. For instance, Access transparency is not the primary concern of a load-balancing NIDS, since byte order differences are not expected on cluster nodes because they usually employ the same hardware. If cluster nodes lie next to each other, location and migration, and relocation transparency are negligible aspects. From the operators point of view, failure transparency accompanies the usability of the system, e.g. when a backup node takes over the role of a defective node, thereby masking the failure. For load-balancing NIDSs, persistence transparency is explicitly unwanted, because it is important to know whether state information is already recorded to disk or still resides in the volatile memory.

It may further be tempting to blindly capsculate as much as possible from the user. Sometimes, this is not a good idea. An example is the component which is responsible for reporting system errors. We really would like to know where the error occurred to
take measures. Further, a high degree of transparency can negatively affect performance, as concealment and aggregation consume additional resources.

3.2.2 Scalability

Large-scale networks exhibit very dynamic properties and pose new challenges for network intrusion detection. In order to conduct effective network intrusion detection, we set out to build a cluster of NIDS instances. One fundamental advantage of clusters is their scalability: when the load offered to the system increases, an incremental and linear increase in hardware can maintain the same per-user level of service [FGC+97]. Here, incremental means that the system has the ability to grow incrementally over time, which is a major advantage as capacity planning for large-scale environments depends on high number of unknown variables. Linear in this context means that the amount of additional resources necessary is a linear function of the increase in offered load.

In literature, three different dimensions of scalability are differentiated [TS02]. First, if we can easily add more resources upon discovering the existent resources are not sufficient, the system is scalable with respect to its size. Secondly, if the resources may lie far apart from each other, a system is said to be geographically scalable. And thirdly, systems that are easy to manage even if they span many independent organizations are administratively scalable.

Consider scaling with regard to size. If a NIDS exceeds its physical resource limits, extending a single-architecture platform might be possible to some extent, but will eventually reach its physical constraints and be unable to cope with the load. To overcome this limitation, monolithic approaches have to be abandoned in favor of clustered and distributed architectures, not prohibiting further growth. Using cost-effective commodity hardware yields an optimal cost/performance ratio. At the same time, the inherent redundancy of clusters can be exploited to meet high availability and failure transparency (see Table 3.1).

While geographical scalability introduces demanding challenges for distributed network intrusion detection in wide-area networks, it can be neglected in the application domain of load-balancing. In this case, resources lie next to each other and are not confronted with the dynamics of wide-area communication.

Finally, a growing NIDS has to remain tractable and offer administrative scale. Not only have the system’s internals an effect on administrative scalability, but also the embedding of the system in its environment. Scaling NIDSs across multiple administratively independent domains is a sophisticated task, involving many unsolved problems. For instance, conflicting site policies can significantly hinder the applicability of a NIDS.

In this section, we framed objectives for load-balancing in network intrusion detection. We identified transparency as an important goal to render distributed NIDSs tractable in large-scale networks. Transparency includes various aspects, such as the user interface and the accuracy of the NIDS. Another basic objective is scalability. Systems can scale with respect to their size, their geographic expansion, and their administrative complexity.
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This section presents prolific mechanisms of transparent load-balancing enabling us to conduct effective analysis in practice. Thereby, we address the previously emphasized design goals to come up to a viable solution for high-performance environments.

3.3.1 Load-Balancing

If a NIDS cannot process the incoming packet stream at full wire speed, buffers will eventually lead to packet loss or at worst overflow and potentially crash the system. Because packet loss can significantly worsen the attack detection, it must be avoided in any case.

To this end, we employ load-balancing to distribute the vast load equally among several nodes. On each node, an instance of a NIDS is performing analysis. The connected instances of the NIDS form a NIDS cluster. Ideally, the available resources multiply in such a cluster setup, meaning that we can toss in new nodes as soon as we realize that existent resources are insufficient.

Subject of load-balancing is the incoming network packet stream which is partitioned according to a division scheme. In general, division schemes may exhibit static or dynamic properties. The static scheme matches a fixed criterion, whereas a dynamic scheme uses a varying criterion that depends on the incoming traffic. Division schemes can also be stateful or stateless. A stateful scheme relies on stored information to decide to which node an incoming packet has to be forwarded. Stateless division on the other hand does not accumulate any kind of state. Further, we classify division schemes as packet-based or flow-based. Packet-based approaches consider a single packet as unit to distribute, whereas flow-based schemes consider a connection as distribution unit. At the same time, overloading any of the instances would introduce a new vulnerability. Hence, a traffic division scheme can either be fair or unfair. Table 3.2 summarizes the different division schemes once again.

All of the division schemes have one thing in common: correlated information between different partitions have to be exchanged by the NIDS instances. The load-balancer is only responsible for an efficient distribution, yet the NIDS itself has to provide a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Match a fixed criterion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Match a varying criterion dependent on the incoming traffic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stateless</td>
<td>Distribution does not require stored information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet-based</td>
<td>Consider a packet as unit of distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow-based</td>
<td>Consider a flow as unit of distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>The division schemes achieves an equal distribution among all nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfair</td>
<td>The division schemes exhibits non-uniform distribution characteristics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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communication sub-system in order to send the lacking information to other instances of the system.

Generally, schemes can be combined in large-scale environments to tune a NIDS cluster for maximum performance and efficiency. We briefly rate the different division schemes in Table 3.3. A scheme is (i) fair if it distributes the traffic equally over a set of nodes, (ii) scalable if adding further nodes is possible without negative effect on the load-balancer, and (iii) flexible if it does not impose limitations on the NIDS cluster. We have identified four relevant traffic division schemes whose advantages and disadvantages we discuss in the follow. In addition, we argue why only one is suitable for our needs.

Round-Robin Division. The easiest traffic distribution scheme can be achieved with round-robin division. In this case, packets or flows are evenly scattered over multiple instances. Round-robin division has the advantage that it is very easy to implement and provides a very fair load distribution. A round-robin distribution scheme based on packets is mentioned in [SWF05]. Its main disadvantage is that it disrupts flow information, rendering it unusable and inefficient in practice since today’s NIDSs perform connection-based analysis. Packet-based division schemes impose such an immense communication overhead that it would be almost the same to sending the entire packets from instance to instance instead of only exchanging more lightweight information. Hence we discard packet-based schemes throughout the rest of our discussion.

If we use flow-based round-robin division, we could tackle this problem. However, in this case the load-balancer has to store state information for each flow in order to send the corresponding packet to the correct node. Despite the fairness this approach implies, we consider it as an impractical division scheme because it does not scale.

Dividing by IP Space. A balanced division by local IP space [Som05] requires knowledge of network traffic characteristics. These characteristics can be gained by performing traffic measurements and leveraging the administrator’s operational experience. The main advantage this scheme offers is the simple integration of additional systems to further distribute the load. Further, intra-subnet communication does not involve any NIDS communication overhead as this type of communication is treated by the same NIDS instance.

On the downside, no inter-subnet activities (e.g. scans) can be correlated without communication. Moreover, since this approach is static, it cannot quickly adapt to changing traffic patterns.

Dividing by Application. Load division by application [Som05] delegates applications that form a significant share of the load to dedicated systems. For an example, if we find that the network traffic includes a large proportion of HTTP traffic, excluding HTTP processing from the main system and moving its analysis to a dedicated machine can effectively absorb protocol-specific peaks. But not every protocol
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Round-Robin*</th>
<th>IP-Space</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Hash-based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fairness</td>
<td>++/++</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>+/–</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>–/++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The Round-Robin scheme is examined for packet-based and flow-based division.

communicates within a self-contained single connection. Consider the FTP protocol whose control connection negotiates a subsequent data connection. Unless the control connection is successfully parsed, the corresponding FTP data connection cannot be recognized as such.

Yet the biggest problem is the poor scalability and unfair division of the traffic. Eventually, all applications that comprise a significant portion of the traffic will be assigned to particular nodes.

**Hash-based Division.** We differentiate between division by *classical flows* and *IP flows*. Classical flows are usually identified by a connection 4-tuple. For TCP and UDP, a flow is composed of all packets belonging to the same connection with identical originating IP, destination IP, source port, and destination port. Other transport protocols may exhibit similar flow-like definitions. The main advantage of this scheme is that each NIDS instance can perform connection-based analysis. In addition, it enables a scalable topology independent processing [KVVK02, SWF05]. Yet there are still cases where additional context is needed, for example the aforementioned FTP data problem is not solved in this scheme.

Dividing by IP flows would strike the FTP data problem, as control connection and data connection own the same IP source and destination pair, and the corresponding packets would be routed to the same instance. However, IP flow division is not as fine-grained and fair as classical flow division. For example, all connections belonging to a *vertical scan*¹, i.e. a port scan of a host, would fall to the same instance. This introduces a new vulnerability to the NIDS, as one instance can easily be overloaded. During such a denial-of-service attack, the system is less likely to detect actual attacks.

We favor hash-based division with classical flows since it yields the same fairness as flow-based round-robin division, but features much greater scalability due to its stateless property. Throughout the remainder of the thesis, we hence employ this division scheme.

Note also that load-balancing takes place independently from the actual NIDS technology. In principle, any NIDS can be accommodated in a cluster installation. However, the NIDS should feature a communication sub-system to exchange the lacking information.

¹As opposed to a *vertical scan*, a *horizontal scan* probes the same service at multiple machines. It is also referred to as an *address scan*. 
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We examined various schemes to divide the network packet stream into subsets of manageable size. The crucial trade-off is how to divide the traffic without tearing apart information necessary to detect attacks and at the same time maintaining a fair load distribution. Apparently, it is impossible to address both ends satisfyingly. In the following, we therefore introduce communication mechanisms to mitigate the lack of information caused by the traffic division.

3.3.2 Communication

Distributed processing is key to fruitful load-balancing, as a single NIDS cannot cope with the load that high-volume links induce. Therefore, it presents a viable alternative for high-speed environments. However, a key challenge remains the coordination of their operation.

Today’s NIDSs operate in real-time. A fast and flexible communication sub-system is essential to exchange information between instances of the system. As discussed in §2.4, the majority of attacks in the Internet are undirected and automated. In order to take on these types of attacks at different points of the network, communication mechanisms have to be adopted that allow quick propagation of information.

In the following, we describe three important aspects of a communication sub-system: asynchronous communication, degree of state propagation, and different communication schemes.

Asynchronous Communication

While synchronous communication is reliable, real-time constraints often inhibit such communication models [Neu94, TS02, Som05]. For example, bidirectional communication usually implies to deal with unreceived replies, requiring failure-recovery. If one instance waits for an answer but the remote side is not available anymore, it would keep the waiting instance from processing, possibly leading to packet drops. This essentially means that communication has to be asynchronous to meet the real-time requirements.

In this unidirectional model, messages that come in at the remote side usually elicit an event which activates an event handler executing the corresponding code. If the incoming event has low priority, it can be scheduled and processed later together with another event. This type of event handling is called batch-processing and can ameliorate the system performance.

However, asynchronous communication entails also disadvantages. Messages can be lost in an unreliable communication channel. When a NIDS does not receive an important event notifying about an attack, the effectiveness of the system is derogated.

State Propagation

Flexible exchange of decision context among instances of a NIDS is requirement for transparency. More precisely, a much higher degree of transparency can be achieved with fine-grained control over the internal state of a NIDS.
Unfortunately, most of today’s NIDSs lack the capability to share the internal fine-grained state which remains volatile in the memory of the NIDS. Often, only aggregated high-level state already having been coined with the site’s policy can be exchanged. For example, aggregated alarm logs cannot be decomposed into their actual sources. But the granular ingredients for a triggered alarm might be an important information for other NIDS instances as well. With the condensed logs, however, other instances can only guess what actually triggered the alarm.

To overcome this limitation, the independent state framework (see §2.3.2) has been developed, allowing us to propagate the bulky fine-grained state between instances of a NIDS. In our work, we inherently rely on independent state to build a flexible NIDS cluster.

**Communication Schemes**

Different communication models are expedient depending on the expected cluster scale. If only a few instances communicate, a meshed scheme is the most performant. However, if the number of nodes is growing, a full mesh with $\frac{n(n-1)}{2}$ connections implies non negligible communication overhead. To reduce the overhead, each instance connects to a proxy broadcasting the state information to every node except the originator. Thus the communication channels are reduced to $n$ connections. The two communication schemes are shown in Figure 3.1.

We demonstrated mechanisms for transparent load-balancing in this section. Several aspects play an important role when designing a NIDS cluster for high-speed environments. First, load-balancing offers a viable mechanism to thwart processing bottlenecks. We identified four possible traffic division schemes to distribute the work load among a
set of nodes. Thereby, we tear apart connected information in the network traffic stream and have to employ communication to make the lacking context available to the other instances of the NIDS cluster.

3.4 Bro Cluster

The following section covers our concrete realization of a distributed NIDS with the previously discussed goals and mechanisms in mind. Throughout this section we present the *Bro Cluster*, an array of machines running the Bro NIDS (see §2.3). The main reason why we selected the Bro NIDS is that it has already been in use for a long time at LBNL. We further employ the Bro NIDS because *(i)* we can greatly leverage its communication framework, *(ii)* we collaborate with people having long operational experiences with Bro and actively develop the system’s core enabling us to quickly fix discovered bugs, and *(iii)* no other open-source NIDS LBNL encountered provides such a flexible configuration.

Practical issues motivated us to rethink the current operational situation. Although Bro serves its purpose well, the high traffic volume causes load problems. One single Bro cannot cope with the induced load anymore, which leads to a cleft setup: Two Bro instances run separately on different machines; one dedicated to HTTP traffic analysis only and the other is responsible for the remaining network traffic. This “crude” approach to handle the high system load clearly lacks flexibility and transparency (see §3.2.1). No intra-Bro communication to exchange valuable information can be leveraged to expand the system’s decision context.

We therefore use the Bro cluster to conduct effective network intrusion detection high-performance environments, eliminating the current operational drawbacks.

We start with a brief description of our target environment in §3.4.1, where the Bro cluster is now in operational use. In §3.4.2 we detail the hardware configuration at LBNL. We introduce our enhancements and changes to the Bro NIDS in §3.4.3 and finally summarize the benefits of the Bro cluster in §3.4.5.

3.4.1 Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Our target environment is the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL, [LBL]). It is the oldest of the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) national laboratories, managed by the University of California, Berkeley (UCB, [UCB]). LBNL has around 3,800 employees and conducts unclassified research across a wide range of scientific disciplines, mainly focusing on fundamental studies of the universe, quantitative biology, nanoscience, new energy systems, and environmental solutions. The network infrastructure comprises around 4,000 users and 13,000 hosts. The internal backbone has a capacity of 1 Gbps and DOE’s Energy Sciences Network (ESNet) provides an 1 Gbps upstream link which will be soon upgraded to 10 Gbps.

LBNL uses the Bro NIDS to monitor the network traffic at various locations, particularly the external link and its DMZ. The firewall rules are in general very liberal.
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However, a few critical hosts experience stricter rules. Leveraging Bro’s flexible scripting language, LBNL incorporates a mechanism to automatically drop connectivity of attacking hosts.

The external traffic amounts to 35 TB per month, whereof 11 TB are incoming and 24 TB outgoing (36/78 Mbps on average).\footnote{These numbers have been recorded in 2005 [Som05]. At that time, HTTP, SSH, and FTP-DATA were the most prevalent application layer protocols.} Since the major fraction of the traffic is HTTP traffic, the HTTP protocol analysis has moved to a dedicated machine, disburdening the main processing. Both machines receive the same amount of traffic but employ different BPF filter expressions to extract the relevant portion of traffic. This poor man’s load-balancing has been replaced by our deployed Bro cluster.

### 3.4.2 Cluster Hardware

A reliable hardware infrastructure is necessary in order to perform viable distributed network intrusion detection. Therefore, the underlying hardware architecture has to be designed with resilience in mind to meet the dynamics of large-scale networks. A flexible hardware setup permits a quick amplification of processing power if resources turn out to be insufficient. The deployed cluster hardware at LBNL incorporates these ideas and is hence suited for operational use.

In the following, we briefly describe the key elements the cluster architecture consists of, shown in Figure 3.2.

**Tap.** To direct a copy of each packet to the detector, an optical tap forwards a duplicate of each packet to the *rewriter*. It is an ATM fiber tap from NetOptics [Net], designed for high-performance fiber monitoring.

---

*Figure 3.2 LBNL load-balancing front-end.*

...
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Rewriter. The rewriter is the cluster processing front-end and performs hash-based traffic division by classical flows (see §3.3.1). A hash value $h$ from the connection 4-tuple is calculated and taken modulo the number of nodes $n$, as denoted in 3.1.

$$h(src\ IP, dst\ IP, src\ port, dst\ port) \mod n = i$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

The rewriter is implemented as a custom kernel module. At first, each packet from the network interface card (NIC) is delivered to the kernel process. Thereafter, the hash from equation 3.1 is generated. The resulting number $i$ maps to a particular cluster node’s MAC address. Finally, the packet’s destination MAC address is rewritten and then sent to the switch. We refer to the traffic flows directed to a particular node as slice [KVVK02]. The custom kernel module runs on a FreeBSD machine equipped with a Pentium 4 2.60 GHz and 1 GB of memory.

Cluster nodes. We use currently 9 cluster nodes, each equipped with two Pentium III (Coppermine) 1 GHz, 3 GB of memory. On each node runs one instance of the Bro NIDS in version 1.1 with our cluster enhancements. We refer to two communicating Bro instances in the following as peers.

In our setup, one node will assume the role of a proxy node (see Figure 3.1(b)). Since the proxy does not possess the same bulky internal state as the processing nodes, the proxy manages with less memory. On the other hand, the proxy glues together logs and hence needs a larger hard disk.

Note that this architecture is principally independent of the employed NIDS. Besides division by flows, the front-end could be implemented with other traffic division schemes as discussed in §3.3.1. This is especially interesting for NIDSs that do not need such a sophisticated communication sub-system like Bro (§2.3.2).

For example, a division scheme that divides traffic by IP space will most likely not need to use inter-node communication for protocol analysis. Nevertheless, correlation over different subnets involves communication between the nodes.

3.4.3 Bro Configuration

Our objective is to run the Bro NIDS on the cluster. To this end, we have to adapt its configuration to potentiate the exchange of state information between the cluster nodes. Having the independent state framework as flexible communication sub-system in place, we need to iterate over the policy scripts and identify state that has to be exchanged. During this process, we discovered that the communication framework requires some tuning to work reliably. Fortunately, we could directly instruct the developers to enhance the communication framework with our suggestions. Our changes and contributions are now part of the official Bro distribution.

Bro consists of a layered architecture (see §2.3). Its policy-neutral core layer is inherently connection-based and hence does not result in any problems with regard to our load-balancing approach. We could principally synchronize core events, but do not need
to rely on this feature, as core events are congruent with the traffic division scheme we employ.

The policy layer consists of policy scripts that can be divided into two classes. On the one hand, there are scripts performing intra-connection analysis. These policy scripts operate only on data gathered from one flow. On the other hand, some scripts correlate information across multiple connections, they perform inter-connection analysis.

Since we use traffic division by flows, the first type of scripts should work out of the box. Yet inter-connection scripts do not have the decision context available when a dependent flow is analyzed by another peer. To mitigate this lack of context, we synchronize the corresponding variables by sending state information to the other peers. Thus every peer obtains the full decision context while processing only a subset of the entire traffic.

Core events and user data can be synchronized and both rely on the same serialization framework. While core events are generated at the event layer, user data are defined in policy scripts at Bro’s policy layer. We abandon the possible low-level event propagation, as synchronizing user-data causes less overhead, and hence appears to be more promising for large-scale installations [Som05]. Since we further do not need to synchronize connection-based core events, we concentrate on the script layer. To synchronize user data, a script-level variable has to be declared as \texttt{&synchronized}. Any modifications to the variable will then be sent to the other peers. As a explicit example,

\begin{verbatim}
\end{verbatim}

propagates any changes to the content of table \texttt{distinct_peers} with the effect that the variable has the same value at each peer.

In the following, we exemplary discuss the problems encountered during our examination and provide adequate solutions where possible.

\section*{Intra-Connection Analysis}

Scripts performing intra-connection analysis extract their information from a single connection. The SMTP and POP3 analyzer, for example, perform analysis with a connection as unit of analysis. In general, connection-based scripts do not need any modification to work in a cluster that incorporates traffic division by flows.

But not all intra-connection-based scripts worked out of the box. For instance, we had to modify the HTTP policy script. A single TCP connection generally accommodates one HTTP connection. However, Bro has a notion of a HTTP session based on source and destination IP tuple rather than on a TCP flow. The idea behind indexing a HTTP session by IP tuple is to collapse all individual activities between two hosts into a single instance of surfing. This notion is clearly not TCP connection-based and may result in a HTTP session scattered across many peers. As HTTP is the most predominant application protocol, it involves a lot of state exchange in a cluster environment and produces \textit{race conditions}\footnote{We will discuss \textit{race conditions} and their impact on the system in §3.4.4.} which reduce the accuracy of the system. We therefore
changed the concept of a HTTP session to a TCP flow-based notion and now achieve the same accuracy a single Bro accomplishes.

Most scripts based on intra-connection analysis hold state within a single flow but sometimes also keep track of additional information. For example, the POP3 script has a table `pop_connection_weirds` keeping track of erroneous POP3 replies, indexed by the connection originator:

```
    global pop_connection_weirds:
        table[addr] of count &default=0 &read_expire = 60 mins;
```

Although the POP3 analyzer performs general protocol analysis within a single flow, this table counts errors that can occur in multiple flows. To retain the same table entries as in a single setup, we have to append the `&synchronized` attribute to the variable declaration.

Another issue we encountered on intra-connection analysis was the allocation of protocol session identifier. Such IDs usually consist of a special character with a consecutive number. A typical HTTP session ID has the following format: %233. To ensure unique IDs in the cluster, we could synchronize the counter variable. However, the two or more peers can simultaneously increment the synchronized variable and if the state update arrives too late at the other peer, it will use the same value. We experienced this quite often and thus decided to prefix IDs with their (hopefully) unique hostname to avoid the assignment of duplicate IDs. A positive side effect is that we can now trace back the origin of the connection after a centralized fusion of log files.

### Inter-Connection Analysis

Scripts employing inter-connection analysis correlate information across multiple connections. The most vivid example is Bro’s scan-detector `scan.bro`, detecting various types of scanning activities:

**Backscatter.** Backscatter is “unsolicited traffic that is the result of responses to attacks spoofed with a network’s IP address” [PYB+04].

**Address Scan.** Address scans or horizontal scans graze multiple hosts in a specific IP range, whereas only a single service is probed.

**Port Scan.** A port scan or vertical scan tries to enumerate a high number of ports of a single machine. On the other hand, a horizontal scan or address scan probes a single service on multiple machines. The scan detector script records both kinds of activities and even distinguishes vertical scans further in low port trolling (privileged ports lower than 1024) and general port scans.

**Password Guessing.** Password guessing refers to randomly trying various username/password combinations in order to successfully login by chance. It is usually a very noisy attack and many applications already provide protections against it. However, the scan detector recognizes multiple login attempts from the same source address and raises an alert when a customizable threshold is transgressed.
The scan-detector gathers its information from multiple connections that can possibly be analyzed by other peers. Since the detection mechanism of the scan detector inherently relies on threshold transgression checks, it is very important that the detector includes every single scan to finally raise an alert when a significant number of scans exceeds a threshold. For example, Figure 3.3 illustrates the classification of possible scan sources. It is a very coarse classification as it only considers distinct ports independent of the destination.

Consider the concrete example in Figure 3.3, where the threshold to raise an alert is 50 scanned distinct ports in 10 minutes ($possible\_port\_scan\_thresh = 50$). If one scan probe is accommodated in one connection, the 50 connections can be evenly scattered over all analyzing peers. Without synchronization, each peer would not be able to recognize when the “global” threshold is transgressed. We declared the table $distinct\_ports$ as $\&synchronized$ to solve the problem; any change to the table by one of the peers is now propagated. Hence every peer identifies the host as a possible scan source.
3.4.4 Practical Hurdles

During our examination of the policy scripts and testing cycles, we discovered various practical hurdles. So far, we assumed that synchronizing a variable works as expected: mutually-exclusive data structures should ensure that only one peer at a time has access to a particular variable. In practice, real-time requirements impede this model, as we will describe in the following. We further identified common pitfalls throughout the conversion of policy scripts and present practical solutions where possible.

Race Conditions

Albeit the existence of synchronized data structures, various types of race conditions may emerge.

Due to real-time requirements, Bro explicitly allows the occurrence of race-conditions. The independent state framework implements synchronized tables by propagating modifications to data as operations\(^4\). In some circumstances, this can lead to race conditions. For example, if two peers share a synchronized table which counts alerts by source address, then each of them might detect independently that the same source address has generated an alert. When both peers now modify the table simultaneously, a race condition can occur. The winner will overwrite the loser’s value, with the effect that only one value from the same source address will be taken into account. An example is given in Figure 3.4(a). Peer A and peer B generate 10 respectively 32 alerts for the same source address \(x\) simultaneously. By propagating the absolute value of the variable, the peers reciprocally overwrite their previous value which entails incorrect values on both sides.

To avoid this kind of race conditions, mutually-exclusive data operations would be required. This is practically impossible as it would violate Bro’s inherent real-time exigencies that forbid any type of locking. Therefore, Bro features explicitly a model of loose synchronization where race-conditions may occur. The occurrence of race conditions cannot be suppressed but at least mitigated. To this end, we present one special case from [Som05] and then our new additional mitigation strategy which we call mergeable tables.

The existing special case would be to perform “relative” operations instead of propagating absolute values whenever possible. If a state update in the above example would increment the counter of the table instead of assigning an absolute value, the counter would be increased by two, yielding the correct result. Figure 3.4(b) shows relative operations with the \(+=\) operator resulting in a correct common value of 42. In this case, we did not remove the race condition but alleviated its impact.

Still, more harmful race conditions can occur. Consider the case when multiple peers modify the inner set of a nested table. For example, a delete operation on the inner set is automatically a modification of the corresponding index of the outer table and triggers an update for this index. The update arriving at other peers overwrites the

\(^4\) With fully independent data, changes can be propagated in terms of descriptions of the operations to perform on the data, rather than the full bulky data itself. Examples for operations are increment/decrement counters or add/delete table entries.
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Figure 3.4 Different types of race conditions.

Peer A | Peer B
---|---
foo[x] = 0 | foo[x] = 0
foo[x] = 10 | foo[x] = 32
foo[x] = 0 | foo[x] = 0

(a) Absolute value propagation.
(b) Relative operations.

Figure 3.5 Code snippet illustrating the &mergeable attribute.

```plaintext
global foo: table[addr] of set[port] &synchronized;
local bar: set[port] &mergeable;
add bar[y];
foo[x] = bar;
```

entire data associated to the outer index. If the peer receiving the state update has made modifications to its inner set, these modifications would be overwritten by the incoming data and are lost.

We developed a way of thwarting this race condition. To this end, we introduce the new variable attribute &mergeable. Mergeable sets do not overwrite each other on incoming state updates, but rather build the union of their contents. We illustrate such a process on the basis of the previous example in Figure 3.5, but slightly modified the table foo. It is now a nested table with an inner set of ports. The set of ports could represent a number of distinctively scanned ports from a given source address, as shown in Figure 3.3. We then allocate a local set bar with the attribute &mergeable and add an element y to it. Thereafter, we bind the set bar to the index of the table x. Now consider an incoming state update foo[x] = baz which would overwrite the value for index x if we did not specify the attribute &mergeable. But instead, the union of the old and new set is built, i.e. the two sets are merged: foo[x] = bar ∪ baz.

In order to send a state update for a given variable, its value has to be referenced by a name. The values of global variables are clearly denominated by their names. However, values that are inner part of nested data structures do not possess a name. Hence Bro

5The Bro language features variable attributes which assign further properties to a variable. Attributes are specified when declaring a variable.
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devises an internal name for these values, not noticeable by the user. Together with the first state update for a given value, Bro sends its corresponding name. The receiver then knows how the value is called and adopts the same name for future updates. But if two peers simultaneously generate a value for the same table entry, they both independently devise a name and send it along with the value. The mergeable attribute is responsible for consolidating two values, but what should be the future name of the result? In fact, both names represent the merged result. Technically, the incoming name is installed as an alias for the already existing name. Based on our findings, Bro has now been extended to correctly handle the fusion of tables.

Common Pitfalls
Beside race conditions, we identified other recurring problems and common pitfalls throughout the conversion of policy scripts. Having identified these pitfalls, we propose techniques to mitigate their impact.

Synchronized variables in expire functions. The capability to propagate state has to be utilized with care. Especially when using expire functions, unforeseen errors can arise. Expire functions are generally employed when certain actions have to be performed in conjunction with the expiration of a table element; they can contain arbitrary code. If an expire function is associated with a table, the expiring table element will be first handed to the expire function before it will be deleted.

We examine now an example given in Figure 3.6. Here, a global counter foo_cnt corresponds to the number of elements in the table foo and is decremented each time an element expires. Furthermore, the table bar is semantically associated to the table foo, because the expire function of table foo decrements the corresponding index of table bar.

Yet very subtle complications may occur in a distributed setup when peers share synchronized variables. In the example shown in Figure 3.6(a), the global variables are synchronized and any changes to them are propagated to the other peers. After the decrementation of foo_cnt on one side, the local change is propagated, decrementing the remote counter, too. However, the remote side expires the same element as well, resulting in another decrement operation. Altogether, the synchronized counter has a value of $n - 2$ instead of $n - 1$, which can lead to possible count underflows. On the other hand, an incoming delete operation for bar[idx] has no effect on a table which does not accommodate the index idx, unless it has been inserted again in the meantime.

Hence, to suppress the duplicate state updates, we suggested to introduce two new functions, `suspend_state_updates` and `resume_state_updates`, to suspend potentially dangerous operations in expire functions. Figure 3.6(b) depicts the use of these two functions.

Splitting multi-dimensional tables. Several tables use multi-dimensional indices. The scan detector, for example, contains the set `distinct_peers: set[addr, addr]`, which
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Figure 3.6 Protecting a synchronized variable in an expire function.

```plaintext
Figure 3.6 Protecting a synchronized variable in an expire function.
```

```plaintext
global foo_cnt &synchronized;
global foo: table[addr] of port &synchronized
    &create_expire = 10 mins &expire_func=foo_exp;
global bar: table[addr] of count &synchronized
    &create_expire = 10 mins;

function foo_exp(t: table[addr] of port, idx: addr) : interval
{
    --foo_cnt;
delete bar[idx];

    return 0 secs;
}
(a) Unprotected expire function.

function foo_exp(t: table[addr] of port, idx: addr) : interval
{
    suspend_state_updates();
    --foo_cnt;
delete bar[idx];
    resume_state_updates();

    return 0 secs;
}
(b) Protected expire function.
```
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follows:

```c
if ( ++foo_cnt == threshold )
    raise alert;
```

Synchronized data structures can, however, exhibit unexpected behavior in distributed environments. Consider the case where the counter `foo_cnt` is incremented by an incoming state update before the script reaches the code again. If `foo_cnt` had, due to the incoming state update, the same value as `threshold`, the counter would first be incremented and checked for equality. The condition would thus never be true, yielding a *false negative*.

Although the ability to modify variables remotely via state updates offers great flexibility, in this case it falls short to keep the policy scripts in tact. As previously discussed, high-speed intrusion detection has real-time requirements, prohibiting mutually exclusive data structures that can potentially defer or even block packet processing. Therefore, we have to convert existing policy scripts in a manner that they become more robust against external modifications.

3.4.5 Summary

Our motivation was to conduct efficient load-balancing in high-performance environments. We identified transparency and scalability as two major objectives of transparent load-balancing. Transparency enables us to keep a NIDS tractable, whereas scalability paves the way for growth in various dimensions. To substantiate these goals, we presented communication and load-balancing as practical mechanisms. While a flexible communication sub-system is an inherent requirement for efficient inter-node communication, load-balancing is an essential tool to distribute analysis in order to cope with the load that high-volume links induce.

We further presented the *Bro Cluster*, an array of machines performing parallel in-depth analysis of a sliced network packet stream. With independent state, we have a flexible communication sub-system at hand that we leverage to create a transparent cluster. The Bro cluster is now operationally deployed at LBNL’s border and has substituted the hitherto manually coordinated Bro instances.
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To substantiate the feasibility of our enhancements, we examine the performance of the cluster in various aspects. In detail, we scrutinize the resource consumption by looking at the inter-peer communication. Clearly, the most interesting question is the dimension of scale we can achieve by tossing in as many nodes as possible. Not only does the size of the cluster give interesting insights, but also more subtle aspects like the load distribution between the two Bro processes, the detection rate loss due to synchronized processing, and the overhead of the communication. Given the dynamics of live traffic, a reliable testbed to accomplish reproducible measurements is necessary. Therefore, we introduce our examination methodology in §4.1, followed by our testbed in §4.2. We audit each of the sketched evaluation facets in §4.3.

4.1 Methodology

Due to the natural dynamics of Internet live traffic, we cannot simply run our test scripts with a live packet stream to perform measurements yielding reproducible results. A common method of examining the performance of NIDS is to capture a packet stream as a pcap trace and feed the NIDS offline with it. Thus, the NIDS’s input is invariant while the output now depends on the configuration parameter. Trace-based analysis entails a “compressed” analysis time which is referred to as trace time [SP05]. Yet, the communication subsystem which is independent of the trace time operates in realtime.

In order to perform reproducible measurements, we have to incorporate the trace-based analysis. Fortunately, we can leverage Bro’s pseudo-realtime mode which synchronizes realtime and trace time. Bro can insert processing delays while receiving packet input from a trace. These delays coincide with inter-packet arrival gaps normally observed during packet capturing. Internally, Bro defers packet processing until the time difference to the next packet timestamp has elapsed.

In practice, the cluster processing front-end (see §3.4.2) divides the packet stream into flows and directs each slice to the corresponding node. Yet for our measurements, we instrument the cluster with traces to achieve reproducibility. We captured one trace and manually split it up to simulate the front-end. To slice one big trace into several small pieces, we use tcpdump [TCPb]. However, the filter expressions of tcpdump lack the modulo operation which the front-end uses to split the packet stream into flows. Thus we have to “emulate” the modulo operation. Let $c$ be all necessary information to identify a connection, let $n \in \{ m \in N \mid m \geq 2 \}$ be the number of nodes, and let $r \in [n - 1]$ be a possible residue class. Then, to obtain the residue class of a trace file, we emulate the modulo operation as follows:
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\[ c = \frac{c}{n} \cdot n = r \]  

(4.1)

For example, the information \( c \) identifying a TCP connection is the 4-tuple of IP source/destination address and source/destination port. A `tcpdump` filter expression for such a connection would be:

\[ \text{ip}[14:2]+\text{ip}[18:2]+\text{tcp}[0:2]+\text{tcp}[2:2] \]

4.2 Testbed

For all of our measurements, we used the same trace. We captured a one-hour packet trace in the LBNL environment. To concentrate on the relevant traffic for the analysis, we applied a BPF filter to prefilter packets we do not analyze anyway.

The volume of the trace was 11 GB and we did not experience any packet drops. We explored further details of the trace with the free trace analysis tool `tcpdstat` [Tcpa]: the trace contained 16,519,701 packets accommodated in 363,876 flows (avg. 45.40 pkts/flow) with an average rate of 28.34 Mbps. We observed a peak rate of 121.63 Mbps. 99.26\% bytes of the trace were TCP traffic, only 0.74\% UDP. The most prevalent protocol was HTTP (87.12\%), followed by HTTPS (6.89\%), SMTP (3.31\%) and `icecast` (1.17\%), a streaming media server supporting Vorbis and MP3 audio streams [Ice].

Throughout our measurements, we exclusively used the proxy communication scheme that was introduced in §3.3.2. Although we could have used a meshed setup for a small number of peers, we decided to retain one scheme in order to obtain comparable results.

To assess the scalability of our implementation and reduce side-effects to a minimum, we conduct several measurements with a different amount of peers. Thereby, one node always serves as a proxy, whereas the number of peers changes from 2, 3, 5, and 8.

4.3 Measurements

In this section, we discuss our measurements with regard to accuracy and performance. At first, we investigate the accuracy of the cluster in §4.3.1. Without satisfying accuracy, all further performance related measurements do not make any sense, because the cluster would else not be suited for practical use.

After the discussion of accuracy, we turn in §4.3.2 to the performance evaluation including an analysis of CPU load, communication overhead, and assessment of scalability. Finally, we summarize our observations and results in §4.3.3.

4.3.1 Accuracy

Ideally, the load-balancing NIDS cluster recognizes the same amount of intrusions as one single instance. However, practice shows that we face several temporal constraints due to state propagation that have an impact on the accuracy. Since the detection of
intrusions is the main goal of a NIDS, an alleviated accuracy would render the system ineffective. Therefore, it is important to iron out any effects impairing the detection rate of the cluster. In the following, we discuss observed issues affecting the accuracy of the cluster and present mitigating solutions where necessary.

FTP-DATA connections

Initially, we had difficulties in recognizing FTP-DATA connections as such. The FTP analyzer possesses a table that keeps track of expected FTP-DATA connections, issued by the PORT command in the control connection. A single installation has the information about the incoming data connection immediately available. However, as we operate in a distributed environment, this may not be necessarily the case. Because the FTP control connection can exhibit a different TCP connection tuple and thus a different hash value from the data connection, they can be routed to different peers.

Bro keeps track of the type of every connection (e.g. FTP, HTTP, SMTP, etc.) while it is active. A connection is labelled as soon as it has been established successfully. If FTP control connection and data connection are analyzed by separate peers, we cannot identify FTP-DATA transfers reliably because of the lacking context. Thus we synchronized the table keeping track of expected data connections\(^1\). But Bro has still hardly a chance to label FTP-DATA connections successfully in time, because state propagation imposes a certain latency. Hence, we added an additional labelling when connections are recorded to disk in order to correct previously wrong labelled connections.

Interestingly, we still recognize only 95.32% of all FTP-DATA connections. The average duration of the missing FTP-DATA connections is 0.15 seconds. Clearly, the time window in which a state update could arrive in time is much too small. The longest FTP-DATA connection we missed lasted 0.45 seconds, meaning that we recognize FTP-DATA connections that last longer than half a second. Nevertheless, we can restore the lacking label. One solution would be to post-process the centralized logs. As the ftp.log contains the FTP control connection and thereby the connection tuple of the expected data connection, a simple script could relabel unidentified data connections. Another solution would be to employ a different traffic division scheme (see §3.3.1) that forwards control connection and data connection to the same node.

Scan Detection

The largest fraction of inter-peer connectivity results from Bro’s scan detector, containing many frequently updated tables which comprise the majority of state updates. It is therefore important to verify the accuracy of this key component. Further, converting the scan detector was the most challenging task in our work. We had to fundamentally change the data structures which the analyzer employs to keep track of scanners. We came up with a solution that is suited for concurrent processing and eliminated all awkward problems from the former single-architecture version.

\(^1\)Technical details of our synchronized cluster configuration are explicated in §3.4.3.
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**Figure 4.1** CPU load of the analyzing peers (main process).

Our output confirms that scan detection executes accurately in the cluster environment. The trace contains four port scans which generated alerts at 24, 43, 305, and 1734 scanned ports in the single Bro setup. In the Bro cluster we achieved the same results, except for the last alert yielding only 1733 scanned ports, thereby missing one port. As these ports have been scanned rapidly in a few seconds (and in parallel with other scans), we believe that the sheer volume of spawned state updates caused the difference.

### 4.3.2 Performance

Given that the analysis is the most CPU intense task for a NIDS to perform, we now examine how well our load-balancing approach in terms of CPU costs turns out to be.

Bro starts two processes in a distributed setup. The *main process* (parent) is devoted to perform the analysis of the incoming packet stream, while the *communication process* (forked child) handles the communication with other peers. Inter-process communication is realized with a UNIX pipe: the children of different Bro instances communicate among each other, e.g. they send and receive state updates. Then, the received data are shoveled to the parent process which can integrate the state changes in its analysis, thereby broadening the decision context.

We evaluate the CPU load of both processes, but defer the examination of the communication process until we discuss the overhead of the communication sub-system. At first, we run Bro on the full trace without any communication at all. We compare all other results to this run, because a single Bro has full decision context and no result distortion due to network latency. Thereafter we use our cluster configuration from §3.4.3 containing numerous *synchronized* variables.

Figure 4.1 shows the probability density of the CPU utilization per second in different setups. These measurements account only the user time of the main process which

---

2These values stem from Bro’s *Scan Summary* yielding the total amount of scanned ports after the particular scan times out.
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Figure 4.2 CPU utilization.

(a) CPU utilization of the proxy in different setups.

(b) CPU utilization of the proxy with 5 peers.

is responsible for the connection analysis. We do not account the system time when performing peer examination because we want to assess the analysis performance without I/O operations, purely concentrating on the CPU utilization. As we will later see, the system time is proportional to the user time for the peers (see Figure 4.2(b)) and would cancel out anyway in this measurement. In Figure 4.1(a), three different Bro runs are illustrated: the curve 1p_single shows our reference run which is one single Bro instance on the entire trace without any communication. The second run, visualized by 2p_n1_nocomm and 2p_n2_nocomm, was conducted with two peers not communicating with each other. Since the absence of communication entails a strong degradation of the detection rate, it is inapplicable in practice. However, it helps us to assess the third run, depicted by 2p_n1_comm and 2p_n2_comm, where a proxy and two peers share state information.

We now look at the fairness of the traffic division scheme. The congruence of 2p_n1_comm and 2p_n2_comm substantiates that our load-balancing approach is indeed fair: each peer is charged with almost the same load. Moreover, enabling communication results in a slight increase in CPU utilization due to the incoming state updates from the communication process. Because of the congruence, we pick for further measurements the CPU utilization curve of one peer representative for the entire group of peers (without the proxy).

Looking at Figure 4.1(b), we see three runs. The first and second curve, single and 2p_comm, are the same as shown in Figure 4.1(a) to facilitate the comparison. The third curve 5p_comm illustrates a Bro run with 5 peers.

We see that the average CPU utilization shrinks with an increasing number of peers: the median shifts from 0.77 (single) over 0.53 (2p_comm) to 0.27 (5p_comm). The standard deviation was 0.14, 0.09, and 0.06 respectively. We thus deduce that our Bro cluster can effectively balance the load over an expandable set of peers. Compared to the achieved outcome, a marginal increase in CPU load (resulting from communication with the child process) is negligible for the main process conducting the connection analysis.

Turning to the assessment of scalability, we now regard Figure 4.2. We first consider
the proxy itself as subject of analysis and thereafter compare the proxy with the peers. Figure 4.2(a) shows three bars that illustrate the CPU utilization of the proxy node. The two lower segments of each bar comprise the CPU utilization of the main process, whereas the two upper bars represent the communication process. Both halves are divided in user time (lower half) and system time (upper half).

For the communication process, visualized by the upper segment of the bars, the system time makes up the largest portion of CPU utilization since inter-peer communication primarily involves I/O and not CPU. On the other hand, the main process utilizes mostly user time as it mainly integrates the state information from the child process into his own state model. The more peers a proxy has to serve, the higher the system time of the communication process becomes. This is attributed to complex serialization model which we will discuss in the following.

The looming question is, how many peers can we toss in until the system reaches its scalability limits? We tried to answer this question by incrementally adding peers to the setup. Surprisingly, the communication process of the proxy ran out of memory with the addition of the 6th peer. In fact, the memory capacity is sufficient on the particular nodes and the exhaustion turn out to be only a symptom of the real cause. In principle, incoming state updates are queued in a buffer until they are processed. Now if more state updates arrive than the proxy can process, the queue buffer will eventually overflow because the proxy falls short of processing.

Before dealing with the root cause of this problem, we look in Figure 4.2(b) at the unequal workload of the proxy compared to the peers. As in Figure 4.2(a), the bars split up in two segments representing main and communication process, whereas each segment again is divided in user and system time. If \( n \) represents the number of peers, we see that both, user and system time of the communication process, are \( n \) times as much as on a single peer. Note that our machines possess two CPUs and thus can run each process on a separate CPU. Nonetheless, the sheer volume broadcasted from the proxy is far too much. Looking at actual numbers, we found that the proxy receives/sends around one/five million chunks for 8 peers in 5 minutes. It is not astonishing that communication in this order of magnitude eventually causes the memory buffers to overflow.

In order to deeper understand this observation we now examine the inter-peer communication. Therefore, we present the serialization mechanism of the proxy. Considering an incoming state update of a peer, the proxy has to deserialize the update and apply it to its own in-memory state. If \( n \) represents the number of peers without the proxy, the state update is first deserialized, then serialized \( n - 1 \) times and sent out to the remaining \( n - 1 \) peers. Clearly, this way to propagate state changes is not efficient, but technical reasons forced the developers to retain this scheme. Originally the communication framework was designed to support only point-to-point connections. The current serialization framework is complex, operating at a very low level and a proxy did not fit in this model, but could be easily implemented at the expense of additional serialization costs.

Unfortunately, the scan detector generates a large amount of state updates. However, various mitigation strategies can be employed to reduce the number of state updates. Though we could simply turn off the scan detector and thereby expunging the majority of
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Figure 4.3 Communication overhead with 5 peers.

(a) Incoming bytes.

(b) Outgoing bytes.

state updates, we want to conduct effective network intrusion detection at which the scan
detector forms an integral part of. Another way to reduce the number of state updates
would be migrating to a different traffic division scheme. For example, switching to IP
flow division (see §3.3.1) would automatically eliminate all state updates for port scans
because IP source and destination address do not change during a port scan and all
corresponding packets are thus forwarded to the same peer. A different strategy would
be to modify the scan detector itself so that it generates significantly less state updates.
To this end, one could think of local threshold for each node: only upon transgression,
inter-peer communication starts. Finally, it is possible to extend the communication
scheme. By connecting multiple proxies together, a resilient hierarchical setup could be
created at the cost of higher latency, but disburdening the particular proxies.

Finally, the volume of the transferred state updates is visualized in Figure 4.3. On the
one hand, we consider the bytes of incoming state updates in Figure 4.3(a) and on the
other hand outgoing bytes in Figure 4.3(b). Both plots have the duration of the trace
on the x-axis and the transferred state updates in kilo bytes per 5 minutes on the y-axis.

Obviously the proxy does most of the work in both cases. The mean of incoming state
updates from the proxy is 49.94 KB (standard deviation 7.35), whereas the mean of
outgoing state updates is 216.70 KB (standard deviation 31.25). Thus, the proxy sends
4.42 times more bytes than it receives. Since every incoming state update is sent out
n – 1 times to the remaining peers, these numbers roughly seem to be sound. In these
plots, we see once again that the peers perform the same amount of work because their
lines lie on top of each other.

4.3.3 Summary

Based on our observations and measurement we draw the conclusion that our NIDS
cluster can effectively conduct transparent load-balancing in high-performance environ-
ments. Transparency, as discussed in the previous chapter, is achieved by the low-level
state exchange of Bro. We verified in this chapter that the results provide the required
accuracy for practical appliance. Further, we investigated the performance of the cluster. Our traffic division scheme turns out to be very fair, each cluster node is charged with virtually the same load. In terms of scalability, we were able to run our cluster with 5 nodes successfully. Due to the complexity of the serialization framework, the centralized communication scheme caused the proxy to be a bottleneck. Nonetheless, we proposed various strategies to thwart this scalability limitation.
5 Conclusion

This last chapter summarizes our work. After recurring our observations and recapitulating our contributions, we sketch promising directions for future work.

5.1 Summary

The dynamics of large-scale and high-volume networks pose ambitious challenges for network intrusion detection. Traditional NIDSs reach their limits in these environments because their single-machine architecture cannot cope with the induced load. Despite closed-source solutions on expensive custom hardware, the inflexibility and limited tunability of these systems motivate the creation of more flexible distributed systems to secure the network perimeter.

In this thesis, we present an approach to effectively conduct network intrusion detection in high-performance environments. Employing commodity hardware, we devise a cluster of communicating NIDS instances. However, the distribution of analysis entails a significant loss of decision context for each cluster node. An important challenge is thereby providing the nodes with the lacking context. Existing systems only correlate aggregated high-level information, such as logs or alerts. Contrary to these strategies, our approach originates one step lower: we leverage the flexible independent state framework of the open-source NIDS Bro to build a cluster in which each node is equipped with the same policy-neutral decision context.

To this end, we identify important concepts material to devising transparent load-balancing systems. In order to keep a NIDS tractable, transparency creates the impression that we interact only with a single NIDS, whereas scalability paves the way for growth in various dimensions. In addition, a flexible communication sub-system forms a key aspect for practical realization to support different types of load-balancing.

With these concepts in mind, we set out to construct a transparent load-balancing NIDS cluster ready for practical use in large-volume environments. Therefore, we introduce new functionality to the Bro NIDS which now explicitly supports cluster architectures over an expandable set of peers.

To substantiate the feasibility of our approach, we conduct accuracy and performance related measurements. By scrutinizing the resource consumption of our cluster, we gain insight about the CPU utilization and the involved communication overhead. Based on our findings, we conclude that we have an effective NIDS cluster in place that meets the challenges of large-scale networks. Our implementation is now in operational use at the infrastructure of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, protecting the network border and DMZ.
5 Conclusion

5.2 Outlook

In our work, we focused on a transparent load-balancing NIDS cluster. The next step consists in scaling a NIDS cluster beyond local site installations. Widely distributed network intrusion detection and prevention is a very important subject for future work due to an increasing global threat from automated and undirected attacks. Current Internet-scale approaches, such as DShield [DSh], turn out to be ineffectual data collection initiatives lacking the quality to produce reliable results [Som05].

In §3.2.2, we ignored geographical scalability. Yet for widely distributed network intrusion detection, geographical scale is a key requirement in order to come up with a fruitful solution. The more resources lie far apart, the higher becomes the latency. Despite asynchronous communication models, various new challenges emerge in wide-area networks. Not only does the latency increase, but also the probability of link failure mounts. If attacks are not reported promptly, network intrusion detection is significantly hindered.

Furthermore, geographical scale is strongly related to the limitations of centralized solutions which restrict further growth. Many centralized components eventually limit the system’s scale due to performance and reliability issues that wide-area communication imposes. For example, a NIDS can also span organizational boundaries, demanding interprocess communication suitable for inherently unreliable wide-area networks. To increase the overall Internet security, it is indispensable to focus on a global scale. Building viable distributed systems in this order of magnitude is yet an ambitious on-going research topic.

Turning to technical aspects, elaborating on various strategies to reduce the amount of inter-peer communication is an important future goal. In §4.3.2, we propose several strategies to alleviate the communication overhead. With increasing scale, the routing scheme used to exchange state information becomes an important factor. We realized that the central aggregation of information finally reaches is scalability limits. To avoid hierarchies, sophisticated routing schemes, such as peer-to-peer schemes, qualify as a resort.
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